Nature Explorer & Walker - Autumn Pack
Code: 1005502
Price: £14.99 incl. VAT
Date: 16/11/2019
VAT Relief Eligible: Yes (£12.49 with VAT relief)
Delivery: £3.95 incl. VAT per order

The Nature Explorer & Walker Autumn Pack is designed to encourage people to notice and enjoy the seasons
whilst on a walk.
Pack has a range of seasonal textures and photographs
Used to highlight the seasons and to search and find various plants and animals whilst walking
Contains 1 x Autumn Nature Walker and 1 x Autumn Nature Explorer

How It Works - Nature Walker
Plan a short walk near you. It might be a local park, area of natural beauty or it might be in your garden.
Simply fan out the walker, search for a matching object and check through the looking hole to compare
Slow down and take your time
Look for one page at a time, take in all the sights, sounds, smells and textures
The product is also waterproof so don't worry if it starts to rain

How It Works - Nature Explorer
Firstly, look through the book to familiarise yourself.
Whilst walking, search for some of the seasonal reminders inside the book
When you do think you have spotted something, take a look inside and check it is the same
If you want to know the names of the flowers/trees, look at the back page
Inside there are also some helpful questions to ask along the way
For inspiration each page shows a range of potential objects you might discover - you might even find something else!

Contents
1 x Autumn Nature Explorer
1 x Autumn Nature Walker
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How to Order
Orders can be placed securely online at AlzProducts.co.uk - or over the phone with our UK sales team.
Call 024 7642 2224 to place your order or for further information. This product's order code is 1005502.

